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Highly qualified Fitness Trainer with experience in the industry. Enjoy creative 
problem solving and getting exposure on multiple projects, and the collaborative 
environment on which your company prides itself.

EXPERIENCE

Fitness Trainer/Advisor
ABC Corporation - JANUARY 2004 – AUGUST 2007

 Included training elderly members using out Fit-Start program.
 Cleaned and maintained the fitness area, officiated basketball games,

provided janitorial service, and ran the front desk area.
 Displayed excellent sales qualities by getting several prospective 

families to join during our facility tours.
 Provided excellent customer service and sought to overcome 

boundaries by helping members in need.
 Promote physical activity by making clients feel physically competent 

during fitness classes, and motivating them to achieve the 80% to 
20% nutrition to exercise ratio for a sustainable standard of living.

 Lead, instruct and motivate groups of all ages/levels in exercise 
activities, including cardiovascular exercise, strength training, and 
stretching.

 Teach varied group fitness classes.

Fitness Trainer 
ABC Corporation - 2003 – 2004

 Exhibit excellent customer service by effectively assessing fitness and
nutrition needs [.

 ] Develops programs and choose exercises to provide optimum 
results [.

 ] Create group and rehabilitating fitness routines [.
 ] Provide 1-on-1 fitness instructions to clients tailored to their specific 

needs [.
 ] Demonstrate proper exercise movement/form and proper use of 

workout equipment [.
 ] Motivate, push, and encourage clients to reach their personal fitness

goals [.
 ] Document in individuals profiles and manage client records of 

progress.
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EDUCATION

 BS in Organizational Management - 2009(Covenant College - Lookout 
Mountain, GA)

SKILLS

Typing, Public Speaking, Critical Thinking, Conflict Resolution, Claims Handling, 
Claims Resolution, Provider Relations, Medical Billing.
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